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Abstract 

To fully exploit the power of coherent Raman imaging, techniques are needed to image more 

than one vibrational frequency simultaneously. We describe a method for switching between two 

vibrational frequencies based on a single fiber-laser source. Stokes pulses were generated by 

soliton self-frequency shifting in a photonic crystal fiber. Pump and Stokes pulses were stretched 

to enhance vibrational resolution by spectral focusing. Stokes pulses were switched between two 

wavelengths on the millisecond time scale by a liquid-crystal retarder. Proof-of-principle is 

demonstrated by coherent anti-Stokes Raman (CARS) imaging of polystyrene beads embedded 

in a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) matrix. The Stokes shift was switched between 3050 

cm-1, where polystyrene has a Raman transition, and 2950 cm-1, where both polystyrene and 

PMMA have Raman resonances. The method can be extended to multiple vibrational modes.  

 

Research Highlights 

A CARS fiber-laser excitation source allows Stokes wavelength switching at each pixel by 

soliton frequency shifting in a photonic crystal fiber.  Dual images at 2950 cm-1 and 3050 cm-1 

for polystyrene beads in a PMMA matrix demonstrate the method. 
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Microscopy based on coherent Raman scattering couples label-free imaging of molecular 

vibrational modes with the benefits of multiphoton spectroscopy—optical sectioning and the 

penetration depth of near-infrared excitation (Zumbusch et al., 1999; Cheng and Xie, 2015; Camp 

and Cicerone, 2015). However, applications of coherent Raman imaging have been limited by the 

need for expensive or complex excitation sources to supply the pump and Stokes beams. In our 

laboratory we developed a fiber laser excitation (FLEx) source for coherent Raman imaging based 

on a single fiber laser and a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) (Adany et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2014; Su 

et al., 2013). Our goal is the development of a robust, compact, and relatively inexpensive source 

for coherent Raman imaging.  

Various methods have been used to generate pump and Stokes beams from a single laser 

source (Camp and Cicerone, 2015). Several labs have demonstrated coherent Raman imaging in 

which either the pump or the Stokes beam is generated in a PCF (Adany et al., 2011; Andresen, 

Birkedal, Thøgersen, & Keiding, 2006; Andresen, Nielsen, Thøgersen, & Keiding, 2007; 

Andresen, Paulsen, 40 Birkedal, Thøgersen, & Keiding, 2005; Paulsen, Hilligse, Thøgersen, 

Keiding, & Larsen, 2003; Pegoraro et al., 2009; Zhai et al., 2011). In some implementations, the 

PCF is used to generated a super-continuum, allowing tuning by changing the time delay between 

pump and Stokes beams.  We and others used soliton self-frequency shifting in a PCF to generate 

a nearly bandwidth-limited Stokes beam (Andresen et al., 2006; Andresen et al., 2007; Adany et 

al., 2011; Su et al., 2013). As the extent of soliton self-frequency shifting depends on the optical 

power coupled into the PCF (Agrawal, 2001), modulation of the optical power coupled into the 

PCF allows tuning of the soliton wavelength, opening the possibility to probe multiple Raman 

resonances.  
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Promising approaches for multiplex CARS have been developed in which multiple 

vibrational modes can be probed simultaneously (Müller and Schins, 2002; Cheng et al., 2002; 

Cicerone and Kee, 2004; Burkacky et al., 2006; Camp and Cicerone, 2015; Liao et al., 2016; 

Alshaykh et al., 2017). These methods are typically based on broad-band (or multiple) pump or 

Stokes pulses combined with a narrow bandwidth beam (Stokes or pump) to permit collection of 

the CARS spectrum at any point in the image by analysis of the CARS signal in a spectral analyzer 

or spectrograph. Rapid frequency-modulation CARS (FM-CARS) has also been demonstrated 

previously, where it has been used to remove non-resonant background from CARS signals 

(Ganikhanov et al., 2006; Saar et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2010).  

In this paper, we describe dual-frequency CARS by switching the Stokes wavelength in 

the PCF.  Dual-frequency excitation by PCF switching was previously implemented in our lab for 

two-photon imaging (Unruh et al., 2006; Adany et al., 2012). We also demonstrated switching of 

the soliton wavelength in 5 μs by modulating the optical power with a ceramic electro-optic 

modulator (Adany et al., 2009). In coherent Raman imaging, fast switching between vibrational 

modes at each pixel offers the possibility to simultaneously generate two distinct CARS images 

probing different vibrational frequencies.  

The method we describe here has the virtues of simplicity and speed. Pump and Stokes 

beams are derived from the same fiber laser. Rapid switching between two or more Stokes 

wavelengths on the millisecond time scale allows simultaneous acquisition of CARS images for 

two or more vibrational modes. Multiple Raman shifts (two in the work presented here) can be 

probed rapidly, pixel-by-pixel, with a single fiber laser excitation source and without a spectral 

analyzer (Adany et al., 2009). In this report we demonstrate switching CARS imaging with a 
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sample of polystyrene beads imbedded in a matrix of PMMA. Rapid Stokes switching allows 

simultaneous imaging of C-H stretching modes of polystyrene and the PMMA matrix. The method 

can be extended in principle to multiple Raman bands.  

Methods 

For proof-of-principle we used a sample consisting of 15 μm polystyrene microspheres 

embedded in a PMMA matrix. The sample was prepared by mixing the polystyrene microspheres 

with 8-μm PMMA microspheres at a 1:4 ratio of polystyrene to PMMA. The microsphere mixture 

was placed on a coverslip and heated to a temperature at which the PMMA microspheres melted 

while the polystyrene microspheres remained intact. Prior to the sample cooling, a coverslip was 

placed onto the top of the sample cell. The sample thickness was ~200 μm.   

The CARS imaging system is depicted schematically in Figure 1. Pump pulses were 

generated by a fiber laser generating 100-fs pulses with a 75-MHz repetition rate at 802 nm 

(Femtolite-100, IMRA America, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI). The beam was split with a 50% beam 

splitter, and one portion of the beam was focused into a 2-m long PCF (NL-1.8–710, Thorlabs Inc., 

Newton, NJ). Pulses focused into the PCF shift to longer wavelengths by soliton self-frequency 

shifting (Nishizawa and Goto, 2001). The peak wavelength increases with increasing optical power 

coupled into the fiber (Gordon, 1986). Hence, the wavelength of the Stokes beam can be tuned by 

modulating the power coupled into the fiber. Spectra of Stokes pulses shifted by soliton self-

frequency shifting have been published previously (Su et al., 2013). The optical power incident on 

the PCF was controlled by a liquid crystal variable retarder (LCC1221-B, Thorlabs). The 

retardation in the liquid crystal has rise and fall times of 14 ms and 510 μs, respectively, in response 

to a change in the applied voltage. The retarded beam was passed through a linear polarizer whose 
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transmission axis matched the polarization incident on the liquid crystal retarder. Modulation of 

the beam polarization thus resulted in modulation of the optical power transmitted by the polarizer 

and coupled into the PCF. This allows switching between two Stokes frequencies in under 20 ms.  

Both pump and Stokes beams were chirped in SF6 glass to enhance vibrational resolution 

by spectral focusing (Gershgoren et al., 2003; Bartels et al., 2002; Hellerer et al., 2004; Rocha-

Mendoza et al., 2008). Pump and Stokes beams were focused into the sample with a 100x objective 

lens (Nikon CFI Superfluor 100x/1.3 NA). Pump and Stokes beam powers at the sample were 9 

mW and 0.2 mW, respectively. The CARS signal was collected in the forward direction by a 40x 

objective lens (Olympus LCPLanFI 40x/0.6 NA) and detected by an Ocean Optics spectrometer 

(Maya 2000 pro). A piezoelectric scanning stage (Nano-H100-X-Nano-H100-Y, Mad City Labs) 

was used to raster-scan the sample across the focal point of the microscope. For switching CARS 

images, signals at each pixel were collected at both Stokes frequencies with a dwell time of about 

120 ms before moving the piezoelectric stage for the next pixel. Data collection, sample scanning, 

and switching between Stokes frequencies were controlled by a MATLAB program. The control 

voltage applied to the liquid crystal was adjusted by a feedback loop to stabilize the frequency of 

the Stokes beam.  

Results and Discussion 

The possibility for fast switching of the Stokes wavelength is a consequence of generation 

of the Stokes beam by soliton self-frequency shifting in the PCF. When ultrafast pulses with high 

peak power are focused into the PCF, a soliton is established at a wavelength where anomalous 

dispersion in the PCF balances the effect of Kerr nonlinearity (Lee et al., 2008). The fundamental 

soliton shifts to longer wavelength with increasing optical power due to the increase of chromatic 
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dispersion in the fiber with wavelength. Rapid modulation of the power coupled into the fiber thus 

translates into rapid wavelength switching.  

Rapid switching opens up the possibility to collect two or more CARS images 

simultaneously by switching the Stokes frequency between two vibrational modes of interest at 

each pixel. With sufficient spectral resolution, the system can selectively image populations within 

the sample that have different vibrational signatures (Adany et al., 2009; Su et al., 2013). Spectral 

resolution is achieved by spectral focusing, in which both pump and Stokes pulses are chirped 

linearly so that the frequency difference  between the two beams remains (approximately) 

constant over the duration of the pulses (Gershgoren et al., 2003; Bartels et al., 2002; Hellerer et 

al., 2004; Rocha-Mendoza et al., 2008; Su et al., 2013). The frequency difference was matched to 

the desired vibrational resonance by tuning the soliton self-frequency shift in the PCF. Switching 

of the Stokes beam frequency thus allows switching between different vibrational resonances. 

A model system consisting of PMMA and polystyrene microspheres was imaged to 

demonstrate the switching imaging abilities of the FLEx-CARS microscope. These materials were 

selected because their Raman spectra are similar but not identical, allowing selective imaging of 

each material. The Raman spectra of PMMA and polystyrene plotted together are shown in Figure 

2A. PMMA has C-H stretching vibrational bands in the region from 2824 cm-1 to 3030 cm-1, while 

polystyrene’s C-H stretches appear in the region from 2824 cm-1 to 3083 cm-1. Because of the high 

overlap between the vibrational spectra of the two polymers from 2824 cm-1 to 3030 cm-1, it is 

possible to image both polystyrene and PMMA microspheres simultaneously.  

Figure 2B shows a schematic of the sample. Images of the 15-μm polystyrene microspheres 

immobilized in a PMMA matrix were first collected sequentially, without switching, at two 
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different Stokes shifts, Figures 2C and 2D. Because of chromatic dispersion in the PCF, SF6 glass, 

and other optical elements, temporal overlap between the pump and Stokes pulses was slightly 

altered upon shifting the wavelength of the Stokes beam (Su et al., 2013). Chirping of the pump 

and Stokes beams relaxes the need for optimum overlap. For the images in Figures 2C and 2D the 

delay line position was adjusted for each image to optimize temporal overlap between the chirped 

pump and Stokes pulses. The image collected at a Stokes shift of 2950 cm-1 has a strong signal 

from both the 15-μm polystyrene microspheres as well as the PMMA matrix. This is to be expected 

as 2950 cm-1 is in the region where the Raman spectra of PMMA and polystyrene overlap strongly. 

The second image was collected with a Stokes shift of 3050 cm-1. In this image, only polystyrene 

beads contribute to the signal, but not PMMA.  

For imaging with Stokes switching at each pixel, the delay line was set to the average of 

the optimum delays for vibrational frequencies of 2950 cm-1 and 3050 cm-1. As a result of having 

chosen a time delay between the optimum delays for 2950 cm-1 and 3050 cm-1 individually, the 

temporal overlap of pump and Stokes pulses was not quite optimal for either vibrational band. The 

peak Stokes wavelengths were therefore adjusted to optimize the signals at 2950 cm-1 and 3050 

cm-1. It was found that at the set delay, the optimal peak Stokes wavelengths were 1050 nm and 

1060 nm. As expected, the optimum Stokes wavelengths were closer together for the compromise 

setting of the delay line than the optimum delay settings for the two bands taken individually (Su 

et al., 2013). Switching images with Stokes beam switching at each pixel were then collected with 

the new combination of Stokes frequencies and delay. The resulting 70x70 μm images are shown 

in Figure 3. In image 3A a strong anti-Stokes signal is generated from both the PMMA and 

polystyrene microspheres, while in image 3B the signal is mostly produced by the polystyrene 

microspheres.  
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A quantitative analysis was carried out for six areas within the images. The signals from 

three regions centered on polystyrene beads and three in the PMMA matrix were compared in the 

two images. The regions selected are shown in Figure 3C. In the image collected with a 1050-nm 

Stokes beam the ratio of the signal from polystyrene regions to the signal from PMMA sum was 

1.5, while in the image collected at 1060 nm the ratio of the polystyrene sum to the PMMA sum 

increased to 3.1. This increase was expected, because there should be a much stronger anti-Stokes 

signal generated at 3066 cm-1 by polystyrene. The results confirm the contrast between images 

collected at two different Stokes wavelengths.  

In the current implementation of the FLEx-CARS system, image quality is limited by the 

Stokes beam power, which is in turn limited by the power of the fundamental soliton carried by 

the first-order mode of the PCF. For future implementations of FLEx-CARS imaging the Stokes 

beam power could be increased by utilizing a higher-order mode in a PCF exhibiting anomalous 

dispersion.  This would effectively increase the mode field diameter in the fiber core, allowing a 

higher power of the Stokes beam to satisfy the fundamental soliton condition (Lee et al., 2008). 

Image quality could also be improved by frequency modulation to discriminate against 

nonresonant background. Further enhancement of image quality could be achieved by more rapid 

switching, for example by using a faster Pockels cell (e.g KD*P) or with a ceramic electro-optic 

modulator (Adany et al., 2009), instead of a liquid crystal retarder. Galvanometric scanning would 

allow a much faster acquistion speed, which would allow for image averaging and smaller step 

sizes to produce crisper images. 

 

Conclusions 
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We have demonstrated the ability to selectively and simultaneously generate two CARS 

images from a model sample. Fast switching imaging is inherent to the FLEx-CARS microscope 

design. The Stokes wavelength was controlled with a liquid-crystal retarder, which modulated the 

power focused into the PCF. Other devices offer even faster switching times. Both the number of 

multiplexed frequencies and the switching speed can thus be increased in future iterations of the 

FLEx-CARS microscope.   
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Schematic of the optical setup.  The beam from the fiber laser at 802 nm was split in the 

beam splitter (BS).  In the Stokes channel, the wavelength of the soliton generated in the photonic 

crystal fiber (PCF) was controlled by modulating the beam power with a variable optical attenuator 

(VOA).  Stokes pulses were chirped in SF6 glass. The pump pulses were also stretched in SF6 

glass and delayed to overlap Stokes pulses.  Pump and Stokes beams were recombined by a 

dichroic beam splitter (DC), and the combined beams were directed into the microscope.  

 

Figure 2. A: The Raman spectra of PMMA (blue) and polystyrene (black). B: Schematic of 

polystyrene beads (gray) embedded in PMMA (pink). C and D show 50x50 μm images of 15 μm 

polystyrene beads embedded in PMMA.  Images were collected probing at 2950 cm-1, C, and at 

3050 cm-1, D. In C the signal is generated from both the polystyrene microspheres and the PMMA 

background, whereas in D at 3050 cm-1 the signal is dominated by the polystyrene resonance.  

 

Figure 3. Fast-switching imaging of 15 μm polystyrene beads embedded in PMMA. The Stokes 

beam was switched between 1050 nm (A) and 1060 nm (B). The images are 70x70 μm. C shows 

the regions selected for comparison between the two images. The ratios between the average 

signals generated in polystyrene beads (regions 1 – 3) and the averages signals generated in the 

PMMA matrix (regions 4 – 6) are 1.5 in the 1050-nm image and 3.1 in the 1060-nm image.  

 


